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BROADENING THE BASE OF THE
CONTEMPORARY JEWISH DAY
SCHOOL
Contemporary day schools certainly aim not only to impart a
significant knowledge of classical Jewish texts, but to inspire observance of mitsvot and a commitment to a totally Jewish way of life as
well; yet until relatively recently most, if not all, of these schools

stressed the cognitive aspect alone. It was assumed, given the home
environment and support, that knowledge of classical Jewish texts,
the backbone of Jewish survival since the days of the great Babylo-

nian academies, would automatically lead to observance and commitment. While the various modern yeshivot may prefer one method
of analysis to another, in the end it is the text which reigns supreme.
Some day schools have now begun to reexamine their curriculum. One new approach is to exchange the traditional sequence
of texts studied in Torah, Mishnah, or Talmud for a selection of texts
reflecting a particular theme, arranged in ascending order of complexity and showing developmental sequence. In keeping with this
approach, particular sections of Talmud are chosen because they deal

with basic Jewish values, rather than with complex analyses and
abstract principles. The student gains an overview without having

learned volumes of source materiaL. Another approach is to
systematically provide the student with the appropriate linguistic and

conceptual skils even before a particular text is studied, rather than
immerse the student in the text to "sink or swim." Then he or she can
master a text without having mastered the system. Yet another alternative is to show the relationship between Written and Oral Law, by
tracing the roots of a sugya in the Talmud back to the Torah and
forward to the various codes and responsa. The student is thus introduced to a wide range of tests. The common denominator of all of
these approaches, however, is stil the text.
Unfortunately, a significant percentage of students currently in
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day schools cannot easily benefit from this emphasis on texts. They
may not approach the printed sefer with preconceived reverence, or
simply are not oriented to express themselves or intake information

primarily through the printed word. These may be students of
average or even above-average intelligence - certainly not only the
"learning disabled," a group which only recently has begun to receive
the attention it deserves. Perhaps non-text oriented students will not
grow to be our poskim, but they certainly can grow into baa

i habatim

who will build our community. One such student comes to mind.
This student found difficulty grappling with Humash and would fritter away class time drawing maps and diagrams. But when his class
reached the portion dealing with the construction of the mishkan and
its articles, he suddenly burst into active participation. He brought
charts, diagrams and scale models to school while the other members

of the class watched in amazement. Today, he is a successful architect.
It is the moral and religious responsibility of day schools to provide an educational settng which wil serve these students. Deciding

not to base the curriculum solely on texts does not mean that the curriculum has to be "watered down" or that Hebrew and Aramaic texts
must be replaced by English ones. Rather, the horizons of the curlearning activities which
riculum must be broadened by experiential

appeal to as many talents and senses of our students as possible.
Most elementary school teachers and principals are aware of the
importance of experiential learning. Kabbalat Shabbat programs
each Friday, plays before the holidays and model sedarim are all

memorable occasions in the Íife of the young yeshivah student.
However, when the child reaches the higher grades of elementary
school and begins more serious and intensive study of Humash with
Rashi, Mishnah and Gemara, there never seems to be enough time
for these other experiences. After all, when a student masters a particular text, there is a measurable academic achievement to which a
specific grade can be attached. On the other hand, how can a teacher
measure the individual effect of participation in a Hanukah play on
each member of a sixth grade class? If he cannot measure this, how
can he justify releasing the class from formal study? It is not surprising, therefore, that the Jewish day school preferred to offer a concentrated dose of formal "Jewish vitamins" to the student with the hope
that he or she would supplement this with affective Jewish experiences outside the classroom.
This approach may be effective with certain students in the upper elementary grades and in high school, but a significant number
find it difficult to digest a diet rich in texts alone. Some may indeed
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become quite adept at mastering the process of textual analysis, but
even they may lack the guidelines and experience of synthesizing
classical texts with contemporary life and thereby evolving their own

Jewish weltanschauung. The texts often remain abstractions, ideals
based "in heaven" which do not directly relate to the daily business of
living.
More and more Jewish educators have begun to stress the importance of meaningful informal Jewish experiences for older day school

students as well. For example, some years ago the administration of
one yeshivah high school tried to raise the "Jewish consciousness" in
the school by announcing a Yom Haatzmaut Song Festival, the songs

of which were composed, written and performed by the students.
Perhaps the students were told that a record would be made of the
best songs. The project galvanized the students. The songs had to be
composed in Hebrew on the theme of peace. The students with
musical ability were given a chance to shine. Hebrew skils improved
when the students discussed the theme amongst themselves. The

school assembly on Yom Haatsmaut was the most successful one of
the year. It was decided that all the songs be recorded, and the

parents association helped to raise sufficient funds to press a record.
The Israeli Song Festival became an annual institution. Another
school found that even the most committed students gain new and
significant insights into their own understanding of Torah when they
had to prepare themes and resource material for Yemei Iyun.

The easiest method of bridging formal and informal education is
for the school to ally itself with a youth movement such as NCSY,
B'nai Akiva, or Yeshiva University Torah Leadership Seminars. This
gives the Jewish pre-teen and teenager an opportunity

to apply

cognitive aspects of classical and contemporary Judaism to an informal group situation. The group leader encourages the expression of
individual views and opinions on various topics rarely discussed in an
open-ended manner in the more structured school setting. The stu-

dent feels more secure voicing his or her own questions in the context
of a youth group. There is more room for the individual differences

which are often repressed in the classroom. Most importantly, the
student widens his or her circle of friends, gets additional socialization experiences outside the often closed and inbred day school

environment, and becomes part of a larger social community that
eventually extends to a whole range of camps, yeshivot and college

campuses, as well as throughout IsraeL. Best of all, though, is when
the youth movement activity is brought into the school curriculum.

For example, when the seniors of two New York yeshivot work together to plan a weekend retreat for their schools' freshmen, the re229
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sult is a dynamic educational experience. Compiling source books,
mapping out topics, preparing to answer the lower classmen's questions and challenges, and assuming responsibility for the program, is
for many their most significant and meaningful educational expe-

rience.
Successful youth groups have also taught us a valuable lesson;

not to "write-off" all our Jewish youth who do not attend day
schools. There are significant examples of teenagers who never attended a Jewish day school and who are active in youth groups and
committed to Judaism. In certain communities these active, commit-

ted youth even outnumber day school children participating in
synagogue activities. Jewish commitment and involvement are not
necessarily directly proportional to the number of hours of formal
Jewish education.

While it is important for these informal learning experiences to
be brought into the school, it is also important to keep in mind that
the success of any program depends upon the most crucial learning
catalyst in any school, the teacher. The entire issue of training,
recruiting and compensating effective day school teachers is obviously crucial to our consideration, although it is beyond the scope of this
paper. In formal education, we acknowledge the desiraqility that the
teacher should serve as a role modeL. In a Jewish day school, we hope
that the teacher wil express the goals of the halakhah, not only in

words, but in personality and in deeds. A teacher whose behavior
outside the classroom is inconsistent with these goals should not be
engaged to teach students, even though his or her pedagogical

methods might be su~erior. If this is the case in the cognitive realm,
how much more so regarding affective education.
The classroom teacher may serve as a role model for the informal learning as welL. When students relate to their teachers during

activities other than the formal lesson, the texts taught take on an
added meaning. Younger students tend to view their teachers as allknowing, capable of doing anything. As the students reach adolescence, most teachers are seen as specialists in their field. In their eyes,
a math teacher is a person who does math examples each night,

relaxes by reading math books, and probably isn't interested in doing

much else when not at schooL. Jewish studies teachers are probably
interested in reading religious texts all the time - they would not even
know how to throw a football or care to learn. One of the most successful Israeli exchange teachers I ever met won the hearts and minds
of his students on the basketball court. He had been a coach in Israel,
and each lunch period he conducted an informal clinic for interested

students. He spoke only Hebrew to the students, and the team
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members later turned adversity to advantage by exchanging signals in
Hebrew during city-wide competitions with public schools. Through
his basketball he was able to interest his students in learning Hebrew
and Torah, and they performed not only on the court but in his
classroom too. When a coach "talks Torah" with his team and joins
them in Maariv after practice, the texts studied in class take on a new,
broader dimension.

Sports is only one possible informal activity which the student
could share with his teacher. Other activities have more direct Jewish

content, such as participation in gemilut hesed together (visiting the
elderly and sick, accompanying the mourners, and the like) or spending Shabbat and Yom Tov in a teacher's home. One successful project

involved senior high school students studying the laws of tsedakhah
and then attending an allocations committee meeting of their local

federation. Classical Jewish law was thus related to life! In another
yeshivah, students are required to put in forty hours each year either
in community service or gemilut hesed; mastery of the texts learned
in class by itself does not guarantee the high school diploma.
Some schools have planned even more ambitious programs.

They hold Shabbatonim for students as well as parents in a camp
retreat setting. Some have staff and students spend a few weekdays
in camp learning together, as well as participating in sports, singing

and dancing. Others take the students in a particular grade on a summer tour of IsraeL.

If the teacher could live in the vicinity of the students, a real
sense of community would develop. This bond would extend the influence of the classroom hours and broaden the experiences shared

by both teacher and student. In addition, schools should investigate

the possibilty of having their faculty and students attend a camp
together, either during the academic year, or for part of the summer
vacation. Both a sense of community and camp experience would

educate and mold those Jewish youth who would otherwise find dif-

ficulty in relating to the typical structural formal institution. But
community leaders should keep in mind that while dedication and involvement outside of the classroom may be demanded of the teacher,

the community has a responsibilty to compensate the teacher appropriately for his or her time.

As day schools begin to broaden their base, more and more
students from various degrees of observant and non-observant

Jewish homes are being attracted to their doors. Admittedly, in some
cases, the impetus for their enrollment is dissatisfaction with the local

public school system. However, if the child can identify with the
school through positive experiences, the initial reasons for enroll231
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ment become less significant as time goes on. Both parents and
students tend to be more accepting of the Jewish educational goals

and philosophy of the school, even if it differs from that of the
home, as long as the child is content and seems to be learning.
For all the advantages of including the non-observant child in
the day school, this inclusion has presented a new problem to the
more observant parent: will the belief and observance level of his
own child be threatened or diluted because of the less observant
children in the class? This problem should be viewed in the context of
the "shift to the right" occurring in many second-generation day
school homes, where the parents, day school graduates themselves,
seek schools that are more strictly observant than their own alma
maters to which they send their children.

In smaller cities where there is only one community day school,
there is no choice (short of the child switching to a public school) but
for the parent and child to make the best of the situation. The principal and teachers may try their best to guarantee that only kosher

food be brought to schooL. After-school activities, including birthday
parties, are often a problem; it is difficult to sensitize non-observant
parents to arrange for kosher food and refrain from holding parties
on Shabbat. Finding friends with whom one can spend Shabbat ac-

cording to the spirit of the day can be an added challenge for the
observant child attending a "heterogeneous" schooL.

However, when there is an alternative day school, the question
remains: should the observant parent necessarily enroll his child in
the more observant school? There is no easy solution to this dilem-

ma. Does the more observant school have a greater percentage of
more observant children as well as teachers who are more personally
observant? What about the quality of education in the two schools
and the sensitivity and effectiveness of the teachers, both in the
secular and the Jewish studies departments? The decision for one

child in the family may not be the same as for another. The individual capacity and personality of each child has to be taken into
consideration.
One important impetus for the development of community

schools of "mixed" student observance, especially outside metropolitan New York, is the principle of areivut, mutual involvement and responsibilty within the Jewish community. There are observant parents who prefer a school of this kind in order to expose their children
to the full range of Jewish lifestyles, even as they are taught traditional texts and ideas. Often, a "mixed" school tends to be more respon-

sive to the different needs of the parent body than could a more
"homogeneous" schooL. In the former, an active parent body, main232
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taining a meaningful dialogue with the educational staff, helps to
establish the goals of the school and to give direction to the educational philosophy. In a successful school of this type, parents often

share, with their children, in the spirit of creativity, for they are indeed helping to forge new guidelines in contemporary Jewish education. Experience has shown that parents who are baalei teshuvah or
who have recently shifted to the "right" are not comfortable in a
school of this type since they seek the support of a higher percentage
of observant students and parents to reinforce their own lifestyles
and commitment.

If the contemporary day school continues to extend its curriculum into informal programming, students from both observant
and non-observant homes can create, under the proper guidance
from staff, a genuine sense of community. The formal aspect of their

studies will be reinforced by experiential activities. Less observant
students wil be encouraged to participate in a variety of religious ex-

periences, thus deepening their appreciation of Jewish tradition.
More observant students wil learn to play and work together with
students holding different views of Judaism, thus broadening their
appreciation of Jewish tradition. Hopefully, the students wil mature, become committed to active involvement in Jewish communal

life in the diaspora as well as in Israel, and wil support our numerous
Jewish institutions. Thus, they could form the vanguard of Jewish
leadership throughout the world.
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